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About this guide

In western theatres the “green room” is the room, or area, where performers (actors) 
can be found when they are not needed on stage, and before and after a show. Actors 
may use the Green Room to prepare themselves, rehearsing and warming up before 
the start of the show. They may also use the space to discuss their performances and 
to debate audience responses after a show, or to relax and unwind. 

We have called this guide In the Green Room because in it we have designed 
preparation (exercise, warm up, rehearse, get ready to excel) spaces for you in which 
you can wrestle with (tackle head on) the challenges of preparing for the English 
Olympiad exam while focussing on the theme of “Language, Literature and Laughter” 
using the selected texts in the prescribed anthology Life’s a Laugh?

We suggest that you gather in groups and workshop (explore through reading and 
acting, making use of your body, voice and gestures) this guide in the same way that 
actors might workshop to understand and appreciate what Ian McEwan means when 
he says: “Imagining what it is like to be someone other than yourself is at the core of 
our humanity. It is the essence of compassion and the beginning of morality”.

To understand acting, imagine what it is like to be someone else. To be fully human it 
helps if you know yourself and understand other people. Theatre helps us to be fully 
human.

Enjoy engaging with this material and good luck! 

The Grahamstown Foundation and the South African Council for English Education

The Introduction to your anthology 
mentions four playwrights from 
ancient Greece. One of these is 
Aristophanes (448 to 380 BCE – i.e. 
‘Before the Common Era’. He wrote 
about 40 plays. Typical elements of 
his early plays are a mixture of fantasy 
(dream-like, imaginary inventions), 
satire (using laughter as a weapon 
to make something look ridiculous), 
verbal wit (quick and clever use of 
language to produce comic surprise), 
parody (imitating something in such a 
way so as to make it look ridiculous), 
lyrics (poetry that expresses personal 
feelings), and uproarious farce 
(knockabout comedy involving 
obvious jokes and physical clowning – 
sometimes also called slapstick).  

These elements (techniques) of humour 
feature in most of the play scripts in 
your anthology. 
 
Some of these terms also describe what 
cartoonists are fond of doing to make 
us laugh at their targets (politicians, for 
example). See if you can find cartoons 
in newspapers (for example, by Zapiro, 
or Yalo, or Mothowagae). Can you 
identify which of these humorous 
techniques the cartoonist is using? 

The First Additional Language 
(FAL) exam paper

The FAL exam paper will cover three 
of the four scripts in the anthology 
Life’s a Laugh?

A Midsummer Night’s Dream on 
pages 3 – 11

Playing in the Park on pages 21 – 30

The King of Laughter on pages 31 
– 86

The extract from Romeo and Juliet 
(pages 13 - 19) is not examinable 
for First Additional Language 
candidates; however, you are 
encouraged to read the extract.

The South African Council for 
English Education is reintroducing 
a language section in Section B of 
the 2014 exam paper. In preparing 
for this section candidates should be 
familiar with the “Literature Guide” 
including “Notes on Comedy” (page 
91), and Language and Humour 
(page 94) in Life’s a Laugh?
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Sophocles is another Greek 
playwright mentioned in the 
introduction. His play, Oedipus 
Rex (written about 425 BC) is 
still performed today in theatres 
all over the world. Like so many 
of his other plays it ends with a 
powerful and poignant (moving, 
sad, heart-breaking) climax. The 
hero, King Oedipus, discovers 
(too late) that the stranger he has 
killed is in fact his own father, 
King Laius - and that Queen 
Jocasta whom he marries after 
saving her city, Thebes, from the 
plague (a terrible disease) is in 
fact his own mother! Oedipus is 
so horrified by what he has done 
unwittingly (without realizing) 
that he blinds himself. So was 
Sophocles was a tragedian or a 
comic dramatist?

Sophocles wrote over a hundred 
plays: only seven have survived. 
He completed his last play, 
Oedipus at Colonus, at the age 
of 90. According to a story told 
by the Roman writer, Cicero, 
Sophocles’ sons took him to 
court on a charge of being too old 
to manage his own affairs. But 
when the old man read an extract 
from his new play to the jury 
he was triumphantly acquitted! 
This shows how powerful and 
persuasive a work of drama can 
sometimes be.

Slang expressions change their meanings 
and lose their effectiveness very rapidly, 
so avoid using them except in informal 
conversations. Empty expressions count 
more-or-less as noise pollution: Priscilla told 
me, like, you know, it was awesome, man, 
like real cool hey, sort-of stunning like ...

Note to users of this guide

The Olympiad exam papers will not ask the 
questions that appear in this study guide. 
They will require you to write creatively and 
explore the connections between the texts 
and the themes and styles that they address.

This study guide does not cover the whole 
anthology. The texts that are covered are 
dealt with in the order in which they appear 
in Life’s a Laugh? and are listed above.

Please note that the words in brackets are 
there to explain the meaning of the word 
preceding (before) them. 

The “Points of Interest” included in the guide 
are not examinable for FAL students, but are 
worth reading for a fuller understanding.

The tips provided in “The Global ‘Good 
Grammar Revolution” are included to make 
you mindful of your use of grammar and to 
help you to write well in English. 

 

“Life’s a Laugh”: yes or no?

The introduction to your anthology says: “The two Shakespeare extracts in this 
anthology are paired with two modern South African dramas in a deliberate effort to 
invite you to explore why we laugh and, by implication, why we cry.” 

Can you predict which genres (types) these four dramas belong to? Comedy or tragedy 
– or both? How would exploring why we laugh help us to explore what makes us cry?

Read the plays in your anthology very quickly. If you are confused, the glossaries below 
should help you with three of them. Then note down your responses to the questions 
and activities set out in each chapter on the three selected plays, A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, Playing in the Park and The King of Laughter.

“Life’s a Laugh”: yes or no? Can reading and thinking about a story you hear or read, 
or a performance that you watch on a stage or a screen make you laugh and / or cry? 
Can it make your heart beat faster and the palms of your hands sweat with fear and 
tension? Can such an engagement change your attitudes and beliefs? Can it affect 
your behaviour? What do you think? When you have finished working through this 
guide, go back to your answers to see if there is anything you would like to change 
from what you originally said. 

Compare your various responses.

A question mark is used only in direct questions: Do 
you know the way? (= question), but NOT in indirect 
questions: He’s asking if we know the way. (= statement)

Their and there and theirs and they’re are often confused. Their and theirs = 
belonging to them. There = not here, somewhere further away. They left their cell 
phones lying over there. They claimed the land was theirs. (Note: no apostrophe.) 
They’re all hers = They are all hers – all of them belong to her.

When we use were in a future or speculative sense, we need to follow it with would 
or could: If I were you, I would take the money; If I were a rich man, I could afford a 
Ferrari.  (Of course I am NOT you, and nor am I a rich man, but supposing I were…) If 
politicians were honest, we could trust them, couldn’t we, but they aren’t, are they?

A dash forcibly draws attention to what has just been written or adds an afterthought: I 
warned you – but you wouldn’t listen, although a comma would have been enough. 
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream  
by William Shakespeare
Life’s a Laugh? Pages 3 - 11

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
In Life’s a Laugh? the play 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
is only an extract (part) of the 
play that Shakespeare wrote. 
This particular excerpt is a play-

within-a-play where a group of 
inarticulate (not able to express 
themselves clearly) men attempt 

to entertain some nobles 
(rich, educated land owners) by 

performing (playing) the well 
known tragedy Pyramus and 
Thisby. 

 z As you read through the plays in “Life’s a Laugh?” draw your own masks for 
the characters in each play to identify what they are experiencing. Are their 
experiences comic or tragic? Do their experiences or feelings change during 
the play? Whose mouth is upturned? Whose is downturned? Why? If the 
characters are neither comic nor tragic, what other emotions could they be 
depicting (showing or representing): for example, they might be surprised, 
disgusted, angry, bored, embarrassed etc. :) Try using an emoticon or mask 
to show what emotion a character might be attempting to portray. 

 z You might want to make some masks. Try wearing them while speaking a 
character’s words to experience what the character is feeling. You can play 
further by wearing a sad mask while playing a funny character to learn more 
about what makes us laugh. 

 z Consider your own personal responses to stories (whether read or listened 
to or seen on a stage or a TV or movie screen). Can you think of a story you 
have responded to recently? Tick off  which of the following effects it had on 
you. How else did it affect you? 
 
 

 
Name of story / book / movie / TV show / play:

It made me smile. It made me yawn with 
boredom.

It made me laugh out 
loud.

It provided some new 
information.

It made me feel sad. It excited me.
It brought tears to my 
eyes.

It was really scary.

It made me think 
critically.

I told others about it.

It brought new 
understandings.

I want to enjoy it 
again.
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The Shakespeare play Romeo and Juliet is a 
tragedy similar (the same in story line) to the 
Pyramus and Thisby play. 

There is an excerpt from Romeo and Juliet in 
the anthology, and the play Playing in the Park 
refers to it, but readers will not encounter the 
full play here.  

A summary of the Romeo and Juliet plot 
is outlined in the chapter which deals with 
Playing in the Park.

Page 4 address’d  z ready to begin

stand upon points  z bother about correct punctuation

prologue  z Introduction

in government  z under control

nothing impaired  z undamaged

gentles  z i.e. ladies and gentlemen
sunder  z separate

lanthorn  z lantern
think no scorn  z i.e. they were quite willing

grisly  z ugly
hight  z is called

mantle she did fall  z she dropped her cloak
Page 5 Broach’d  z pierced, stabbed

Look for the words below and then try reading the lines using these words in place of 
those in the text. You can do this alone, or as a member of a group where you each 
take a different part. Read your lines out aloud, standing up, and make appropriate 
gestures or movements. This is a play: act as if you have an audience in front of you 
that needs to understand what the lines mean.

tarrying…shade  z waiting in the shade of a mulberry tree
twain  z two, both

large discourse  z talk at length
asses  z idiots, fools

interlude  z short play
befall  z happen

crannied  z small, narrow
loam…roughcast  z i.e. bricks made of clay, sand and straw

right and sinister  z horizontal, to the right and left
Page 6 being sensible  z able to use its senses, i.e. talk

curse again  z in return
pat  z exactly

thy lover’s grace  z your graceful lover
Limander, Helen  z should be Leander and Hero, two famous 

lovers

Fates  z sister goddesses supposed to 
determine all our destinies

Shafalus, Procrus  z should be Cephalus and Procris, two other 
famous lovers

Ninny’s  z mispronunciation of Ninus, legendary 
founder of Nineveh

tide  z come

discharged  z performed
Page 7 The best…amend 

them
 z even the best plays are not real and if 

we use our imaginations the worst are no 
worse than this one

fell  z fierce, grim
nor else…dam  z nor a lioness

fox…goose  z a lion is supposed to be brave, a fox 
cunning (discretion) and a goose silly.

carry  z match (Demetrius says this lion is a 
coward)

horns on his head  z sign of a cuckold (someone whose wife 
is unfaithful)

no crescent  z not waxing (growing into a full moon)
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Page 8 in snuff  z burning so strongly that it needs 
trimming

stay the time  z wait until he’s finished

well mous’d  z the lion is like a cat playing with a 
mouse

dole  z disaster, cause of grief

Page 9 Furies  z snake-headed goddesses who chase 
and punish the guilty

thread and thrum  z good and bad

quail…quell  z destroy … kill
beshrew my heart  z an exclamation – like “Bless my soul!”

frame  z create
Deflower’d  z he probably means ‘devoured’

confound  z pour out
pap  z breast

no die…one  z by die he means a gambling dice, the 
only dice for him is an ace for he is a 
one and only

passion  z dying speech

Page 10 mote  z speck of dust
warrant  z defend

means, videlicet  z moans, as one may see
sisters three  z i.e. the three Fates

gore  z blood
shore  z cut

imbrue  z stab
Adieu  z good-bye

Bergomask  z a country dance
Page 11 iron tongue…told  z the bell has struck

overwatch’d  z stayed up so late
palpable-gross  z obviously crude

beguiled…night  z charmed the slow-moving hours before 
bedtime

solemnity…revels  z celebrations

 z Here is a summary of the A Midsummer Night’s Dream excerpt. However, 
except for item 1, the events are in the wrong sequence (order). See if you 
can sort them into the right order by giving each item its correct number. 
Write the correct order of sequence in the right-hand column. 
 

1. Quince enters and begins the play rather strangely 
as he has much of the punctuation in the wrong 
place. The courtiers make jokes about the mix up.

2. Pyramus stabs himself and dies after very long and 
drawn-out death throes.

3. Starveling (as Moon) tries to explain his role. He is 
interrupted by the courtiers

4. Thisby, realizing that Pyramus is dead, stabs 
herself and dies.

5. Wall exits while the people in the stage audience 
comment on the play.

6. Flute (as Thisby) enters but is chased off by Lion. 
‘She’ drops her mantle.

7. Snug (as Lion) enters, with Starveling (as 
Moonshine). To ensure that the ladies won’t be too 
terrified Snug explains that he is not really a lion.

8. Bottom asks if the Duke would prefer an Epilogue 
or a dance.

9. Quince provides the Prologue explaining the play. 
He then introduces the characters.

10. The Duke makes fun of the Lion while the other 
members of the stage audience make witty 
comments.

11. Bottom (as Pyramus) arrives expecting to meet 
Thisby. Instead he sees the blood-stained mantle.

12. Bottom (as Pyramus) enters and begins the play’s 
action. He addresses Wall.

13. Thisby enters in the midst of comments from the 
stage audience.
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14. Snout (as Wall) explains his role in the tragedy of 
Pyramus and Thisby.

15. After the actors’ Bergomask dance the Duke 
instructs everyone to go to bed.

16. Pyramus and Thisby declare their love through 
Wall’s chink (i.e. his fingers). They agree to meet at 
‘Ninny’s tomb’.

1. Quince enters and begins the play rather strangely as he has much of the 
punctuation in the wrong place. The courtiers make jokes about the mixed-up 
language and grammar.

The humour here stems from Quince’s mis-punctuated speech.  He pauses 
in all the wrong places.  Ironically he lands up saying the opposite of what he 
intends to say. Why do you think he has made such a mess of his opening 
speech? Imagine you are the actor playing this part. Will you decide that 
it’s because your character is suffering from stage fright? Or maybe he has 
difficulty reading from a scroll (his script has to be unrolled as he reads) 
because it keeps rolling itself up - or maybe because he is holding it upside 
down. If the actor decides on the latter kind of funny ‘business’ (physical 
humour), how will he do it? Which of these strategies would you find 
funniest? Why? 

Note: Quince and his fellow workmen are funny because of the huge gap 
between their serious intention of presenting the sad tragedy of Pyramus and 
Thisby and their actual inability to do so. Why are they so hopeless at doing 
it? Is it because they lack the skills to cope with the acting challenge, and 
with the language of tragedy? Or is it because they cannot imaginatively lose 
themselves in their parts? Does their play fail as tragedy because we cannot 
sympathise or identify with the characters in their lame version of Pyramus 
and Thisby? 

Shakespeare’s tragic Romeo and Juliet has a story very similar to Pyramus 
and Thisby. In Playing in the Park (pages 21 - 30), we see how the young 
black actress playing Juliet strives to lose herself in the part and to win the

audience’s sympathy. Except for a few racist hooligans in the audience it 
seems she has more success than Bottom, Quince and co!

Whereas the humour in Quince’s presentation could be rather slapstick 
(physical clowning humour), the noblemen in the stage audience think their 
verbal wit (clever puns and wordplay) is humorous. For example Lysander 
uses the simile (comparison) with a horse for a pun on (a) full stop and (b) 
suddenly stopping a horse when riding. Do you find this as funny as Lysander 
thinks it is? Maybe Shakespeare is also mocking the snobby aristocrats who 
think they are so superior. 

2. Quince provides the Prologue explaining the play. He then introduces the 
characters.

How could we make the entrance of Pyramus, Thisby, Wall, Moonshine and 
Lion clownish? Should the front one in the queue stop suddenly? And then?
What could the various actors be doing during this long speech? For 
example, what actions would be appropriate at ‘this show’ and at ‘this man 
is Pyramus’ and so on? Would the actors step forward? How? When would 
Wall hold up his fingers in a rude gesture? Think about costumes (what are 
they wearing?) and the props that each actor would need. For example, 
what sort of dog would Moonshine have with him? A real one? A toy one on 
wheels? How will Thisby drop “her” mantle? Will Quince have to paint some 
blood on it? What will Lion do at this point?

Try this: one of you read Quince’s prologue while others take on the other 
parts and try to mime your character’s actions and reactions. Try different 
ways of doing it. It could be fun to start with everyone nervous (except 
Bottom, of course) and getting all muddled up.

Find an example in Quince’s speech of Shakespeare ridiculing by imitating 
(remember the word, parody) other playwrights of his time who use 
exaggerated alliteration (repetition of consonant sounds).
Why is Quince’s delivery of this speech different from the way he handled the 
previous one? Has he got over his initial nervousness?

Once he has delivered his Prologue speech, what will Quince be doing for 
the rest of the ‘Pyramus and Thisby’ play? Remember, he is the director and 
chief organiser of the play. Do you think he will also be the prompt (with a 
script in hand to help his actors when they’re struggling to remember their 
lines) – and also the props man who has to look after the knives, swords, 
lantern, mantle, dog, thorn bush etc. that are needed for the performance? If 
so, how can this be made to add to the physical humour? Where will he try 
to interrupt his actors’ speeches to correct them? (Earlier in the play during 
rehearsals he gets irritated when they say ‘Ninny’s’ instead of ‘Ninus’.) How 
will they react? Where can he rush on with a prop that someone has forgotten?                                                                                       

Together, we will take a closer look at the A Midsummer Night’s Dream excerpt step-
by-step – and with all the bits in the correct order. The questions and activities will give 
you an opportunity to explore the sources of Shakespeare’s humour, and there are 
comments to assist and guide you.
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Starveling (Moonshine) is often played as an elderly man who is rather deaf 
and forgetful. How can this be made to add to the comedy?

3. Snout (as Wall) explains his role in the tragedy of Pyramus and Thisby.

Compare Snout’s speech to Quince’s (just before) and Bottom’s (just 
after). How are they different? Quince (as Prologue) and Bottom (as 
Pyramus) deliver their lines in very exaggerated dramatic ways. What 
about Wall? How does his delivery contrast with theirs? What do the 
differences in these speeches suggest about each of these characters?                                                                                                                   
How could Wall’s costume add to the humour? In some productions he wears 
sandwich boards covered in cloth with bricks drawn on it. If one of the ‘bricks’ 
has chalk powder (‘loam’) in it, how could this be used to add to the comedy? 
What would happen when an enraged Pyramus curses him and gives him a 
good thwack?

4. Bottom (as Pyramus) enters and begins the action. He addresses Wall.

Would you say Bottom is a ‘ham’ actor (i.e. an inexperienced actor who 
overacts terribly)? 

If Wall is so filled with admiration at Bottom’s performance, he might forget 
to get his ‘chink’ (two fingers) up in time. What should Pyramus do to remind 
him? 

When Theseus interrupts him, Bottom steps out of his Pyramus role to 
correct the Duke. When we look at Playing in the Park, we will see a similar 
happening with Friar Laurence stepping out of his role, but there it will not be 
for humorous effect. What makes Bottom’s (he is just a poor weaver) bossy 
correcting of the high and mighty Duke Theseus funny?

5. Pyramus and Thisby declare their love through Wall’s chink (i.e. his fingers). 
They agree to meet at ‘Ninny’s tomb’.

Flute is a young workman but here he must play the role of a girl in love 
(Thisby). He probably has to wear a dress and a wig. How do you think he 
feels about this? How will this affect his acting? How can the kissing through 
the Wall be made funny?

Bottom (as Pyramus) seems to have got his senses mixed up (he ‘sees’ a 
voice and ‘hears’ a face). Is he struggling to remember his lines?
Notice the forced rhymes (face/grace). How do other ridiculous rhymes (think/
chink) add to the verbal humour? Here Shakespeare is again parodying other 
playwrights. 

Then there are the absurd mix-ups with names of famous lovers. Helen of 
Troy (he means Hero) was hardly a faithful lover as her affairs caused the 
Trojan war.  What will Quince do when Bottom refers to ‘Ninny’s tomb’?

6. Wall exits while the people in the stage audience comment on the play.

Do you agree with Hippolyta or with Theseus? Is this the ‘silliest stuff’ you’ve 
ever heard? What also makes it funny? Theseus is more tolerant than his 
wife. Why?

7. Snug (as Lion)  enters, with Starveling (as Moonshine). To ensure that the 
ladies won’t be too terrified Snug explains that he is not really a lion.

The actors don’t want the ladies in their audience to be terrified by the 
Lion. They don’t understand that part of dramatic performances is the 
“willing suspension of disbelief’’. In other words, we are expected to use our 
imaginations even though we know that what we see on the stage is not 
literally real. But Quince and co. don’t understand this. They take it all so 
seriously. Why is this funny?

In one production the actor playing Snug rushed round to Theseus and the 
rest of the stage audience handing out his business cards at his line, ‘…know 
that I as Snug the joiner am…’. What other stage ‘business’ could he use in 
his speech?

What makes ‘smallest monstrous mouse’ funny? (We call this an “oxymoron”, 
i.e. use of contradictory words or phrases, as in clever fool).

What kind of costume would the lion be wearing?  

8. The Duke makes fun of the Lion while the other members of the stage 
audience make witty comments.

Notice that Theseus makes only gentle fun of the Lion: also he is the one 
who stops the interruptions so that they can all ‘listen to the moon.’
You could have fun taking it in turns to act out Snug’s part. See how much 
stage ‘business’ you can invent.

9. Starveling (as Moon) tries to explain his role. He is interrupted by the 
courtiers.

How would Starveling, the tailor who is struggling with all his props, react to 
the constant heckling comments from the unruly audience? Poor Starveling 
has to check that his lantern is burning and that his dog is under control – 
and then there is also the tiresome thorn bush… His costume could be
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another irritation (maybe a cut-out moon as an unwieldy headdress and a 
long gown that keeps tripping him up?). Maybe he also has a footstool or 
ladder to climb so that the moon can shine down on the scene? No wonder 
that he finally seems to lose patience and abandons his role and his poetic 
lines: ‘All that I have to say…’!

You could also have fun taking it in turns to act out Starveling’s part. Maybe 
Quince could be fussing around, trying to help -  and getting in the way?

10. Flute, as Thisby, enters but is chased off by Lion. ‘She’ drops her mantle.

Thisby enters. How does Quince react to yet another mispronounced ‘Ninny’? 
What does Theseus’ comment (‘Well moused…’) tell us about the way the 
lion ‘attacks’ Thisby’s mantle? Is the stage audience enjoying this part of the 
show?

11. Bottom (as Pyramus) arrives, expecting to meet Thisby. Instead he sees the 
blood-stained mantle.

With the entry of Pyramus comes a tsunami of ridiculous absurdities (the 
moon has ‘sunny beams’; there is a torrent of g alliterations in ‘gracious, 
golden, glittering’; ‘dainty duck’ is an incongruous (odd, inappropriate) term 
of endearment. What other absurdities can you find in his final speeches? 
Is there any more excessive alliteration, for example? Any excessively 
overdone repetition? What about words like ‘deflowered’ and ‘hop’? What 
makes them incongruous? 

Ham actors usually overdo their gestures. Can you show what Pyramus is 
doing with his hands and arms, especially when he spots Thisby’s mantle. 
What does he do with the mantle? 

12. Pyramus stabs himself and dies after very long and drawn-out death throes.

There is a lot of scope for comic business in the death scenes. Think of all 
the ways in which the suicides could be bungled (messed up). Pyramus 
could battle with a sword which is stuck in its scabbard; his helmet could slip 
over his eyes and blind him… Can you think of any other ideas?

What about the Moon during Bottom’s grand performance? What is he doing 
while Pyramus dies so slowy? Does he get in the way as he tries to shed 
light on the grief and death of poor Pyramus? Does he forget to go when it’s 
time for his exit? Or do you think Pyramus is chasing Moonshine out before 
its actual scheduled exit?

What about Pyramus’ final ‘die, die….’? What is he doing through all this: 
stabbing away? Staggering? Falling and rising?

13. Thisby enters in the midst of comments from the stage audience.

Demetrius and Lysander think their sarcastic puns on die / dice are very 
funny. Are they?  
How does Thisby enter: is ‘she’ excited, worried, confused? What about ‘her’ 
reaction when ‘she’ finds the body of Pyramus? What about ‘her’ gestures: 
are they clumsy, masculine, hysterical? What could make them especially 
incongruous and funny?

14. Thisby, realising that Pyramus is dead, stabs herself and dies.

What makes the adjectives (describing words) such as ‘cherry’ and ‘yellow’ 
and the images (comparisons) such as ‘green as leeks’ that she uses so 
funny? Is it because they are so absurdly incongruous? Shakespeare is 
probably parodying the way some of the love poems of his time were written.

Once again, with Thisby’s suicide there is tremendous scope for stage 
‘business’: for example, maybe she can’t find the sword at first (it could 
be under Pyramus’ body). She could struggle to extricate it – perhaps the 
‘corpse’ will need to come alive and assist her? You and a partner can 
experiment with different ways of handling this.

15. Bottom asks if the Duke would prefer an Epilogue or a dance.

Nothing can keep Bottom down for long – not even ‘death’ or the body of 
‘Thisby’ slumped over him. Once again, in all seriousness he intervenes and 
corrects the audience.

In our next play we see an attempt at another Shakespeare performance.  
There too there will be an  intervention (interruption) and an actor stepping 
out of role. But although the plays of ‘Pyramus and Thisby’ and ‘Romeo 
and Juliet’ have similar plots (story-lines) they are very different in their 
total effects. Which is a comedy and which a tragedy? In which one does 
Shakespeare expect an audience to sympathise and identify with the chief 
characters – and suffer with them?  No audience could identify with Pyramus 
and Thisby as they have been presented in this interlude. Why not?

16. After the actors’ Bergomask dance the Duke instructs everyone to go to bed.

Will the dance be performed in a clumsy way.  Why?
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Below is an edited extract from a review (description) by Brian Hayward of a 
performance of A Midsummer Night’s Dream that appeared in ‘The Herald’ in February 
2011. The play was presented by the Port Elizabeth Shakespearean Festival Company 
at the Mannville open-air (outside) theatre. The names in brackets are the names of the 
actors.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Having read the review, discuss the following questions:

1. What are the implications of the headline?
2. The extract in your anthology involves the workmen and their performance of 

the ‘Pyramus and Thisby’ play before Duke Theseus and his Queen Hippolyta 
and their courtiers (i.e. the young lovers, Lysander and Hermia, and Demetrius 
and Helena). Hayward is of course referring to the whole play: the ‘Pyramus and 
Thisby’ play-within-a play is only a part of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Who else 
features in the A Midsummer Night’s Dream play in its entirety? By reading this 
extract what other setting is there other than the Duke’s court in Athens where the 
‘Pyramus and Thisby’ play-within-a-play is performed? 

3. Who played Quince in this Mannville production and what does the writer say 
about his performance?

4. Bottom, as himself, has only one speech in the excerpt in Life’s a Laugh? (see 
page 10). He has a much bigger role in the full A Midsummer Night’s Dream play. 
What does this review tell you about Bottom?

Read the following extract from a review by Mary Clarke of Michael Benthall’s 1957 
production at the Old Vic Theatre in London. Please don’t be confused by the different 
spellings of “Thisbe/Thisby”. Both are correct. 
 

5. Puck does not appear in the Life’s a Laugh? excerpt. What sort of role do you think 
this might be? Who is the other character mentioned that does not feature in Life’s 
a Laugh?

6. Most of the young members of the cast for this production were still at school. 
Imagine being a member of the cast. What part would you like to have played? Try 
writing a motivational letter to the Director asking if you could be included either 
as an actor or as a back-stage worker for their next production of A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, or this excerpt.

7. How could you persuade the principal and staff of your own school to stage this 
production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream? What motivation would you provide for 
a document (or a speech you plan to make) urging the school to stage the play? 
For example, would it be fun, a chance to ‘play’ at being someone else, good for 
school morale, a worthwhile challenge, an opportunity for students to showcase 
their skills, a chance for co-operative team-work for learners and teachers? What 
do you think?

… a brief synopsis sees the play centre 
around the royal union of Theseus, 
Duke of Athens (David Lemmer), and 
Amazonian queen, Hippolyta (Chris-Marie 
Vosloo).

Director Luke Dixon … takes a chance 
with the open-air theatre, but it pays off, 
as much of the script takes place in the 
enchanted forest, where fairies dance 
and the young lovers escape to wed at 
night – perfectly suited to the theatre’s 
natural setting … It was great to see 
more promising and talented young black 
thespians such as the young and nimble 
Fiks Mahola, who easily stole the  
show as Puck.

Mahola is backed up by more seasoned 
stage veterans, such as Robert van den 
Ordel, who shone as the bitter Oberon, 
and Gareth Bain as the hilarious, hapless 
amateur performer, Nick Bottom, who 
makes an ass of himself – literally …  
Mahola brings a mischievous feel to his 
character … Although springing about all 
over the place, he manages to deliver his 
lines faultlessly.

Another veteran actor who should receive 
kudos for a job well done is Gift Buqa, as 
the lively carpenter, Peter Quince, leading 
his troupe of ‘performers’ …

REVIEW  
Midsummer night of sheer enchantment

REVIEW  
Playing with business
His first entrance as Pyramus, superbly 
arrogant, drinking down every smatter 
of applause with thirsty relish, his tussle 
with the … fur tail on his helmet that 
always seemed to be in his mouth, his 
battles with the recalcitrant Thisby, his 
contempt for Peter Quince who forgot to 
stain the mantle with the lion’s blood, his 
pained reception of the interruptions from 
various spectators – all this built up into 
clowning of the most inspired, irresistible 

kind. Moreover he was aided, abetted 
and sometimes equaled by the quavery 
Moonshine, clutching lanthorn, dog and 
bush of thorns in only two hands and then 
trying to mount a footstool despite the 
impediments of a long white nightgown, 
the faithful Wall, who was quite 
intimidated by Pyramus’ rages, and the 
feckless Thisby who, in an endeavour to 
simulate grief, tore out one of her flaxen 
plaits by the very roots.
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Playing in the Park  
by André Lemmer
Life’s a Laugh? Pages 21 - 30

This one act-play 
is about a 2nd 
night performance 
of Shakespeare’s 
famous tragedy, 
Romeo and Juliet 

at the Mannville open-air 
theatre. The play takes 
us backstage to the ladies’ 
dressing room, but at one 
crucial moment we move onto 
the actual stage area where 
the actors are performing a 

scene in Romeo and Juliet 
when the two lovers are about 
to be married by the priest, Friar 

Laurence. To fully explore 
Playing in the Park we need 

to understand a little more 
about Shakespeare’s play. 
Below is a brief summary of 

the plot of Romeo and 
Juliet.

 z Which production would you rather have seen: Dixon’s or Benthall’s? Why?
 z Which sounds the funniest? Why?
 z How did costuming (what the actors wore) provide humorous effects? 
 z When actors introduce funny visual actions, we call this “business”. For example, 

it seems that the actor playing Bottom had a furry tail on his helmet which kept 
getting into his mouth, and that Quince had a paint brush and pot of red paint with 
him. It seems too that the man playing Thisby wore a wig with blonde plaits.  

 z Why would the spectators find all of this amusing? 
 z What other funny “business” did the actors introduce for this production of the 

‘Pyramus and Thisby’ play? For example, how do you think Wall reacted when 
Pyramus cursed him?

An exclamation mark is for exclamations. It is used to 
express very strong emotion, not just to draw attention to 
something. Viva! Hooray! Shut up! Voertsek!

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

There are 2 groups of people in this play-within-a-play: 
the ‘actors’ and the ‘audience’ of nobles watching them 
perform. 

The comedy of the actors is both physical, with big 
gestures, facial expressions and use of “business” 
(creative props, costumes and acting techniques), and in 
their inappropriate use of language and punctuation.  

Cast both groups (i.e. allocate a character to each 
person in your group), and act out the scene having as 
much fun as you can with the physical comedy. 
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This tragedy differs in one key respect from Shakespeare’s other great tragedies, 
King Lear, Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, Othello and Hamlet. In these tragedies the 
heroes or heroines are destroyed as a result of faults in their own natures (characters). 
Romeo and Juliet on the other hand, are victims of destiny (a future that has already 
been decided; over which the characters have no control). It is the enmity of their 
families that parts them. As Juliet says: ’Tis but thy name that is my enemy!’ But not all 
the blame can be placed here. Another cause of their tragedy is the destructive power 
of passion: in this play young love is a sweet-tasting but fatal poison.

Here are some famous comments on Romeo and Juliet. Discuss what they might 
mean, and 

a. Say which you agree with;
b. Why; and,
c. When you read Playing in the Park decide which of these quotes is applicable to 

this play:

 z ‘The story is written with lyric fire … this of all works of literature eternizes (make 
eternal/last forever) the ardour (passion) of young love and youth’s aggressive 
spirit’ (Anthony Burgess) 

 z ‘Passion is destructive … and if it doesn’t destroy it dies’ (Somerset Maugham)

When you read the play, decide which of the following are its chief themes, and find 
incidents or quotations in the play that support your decisions:

 z Appropriate audience behaviour in a theatre setting
 z The need to counter the evil of racist prejudice

Page 22 paraphernalia  z bits and pieces, things, equipment

chemise  z a woman’s undergarment

downstage  z front part of a theatre stage

jitters  z to behave in a nervous or restless way

prestigious  z important, high status, esteemed, 
influential

benighted  z unenlightened, ignorant
‘anders-kleurige’  z of another race or colour

ninety days  z a period of imprisonment without trial 
during the time of the apartheid regime

elite  z socially superior

grisly  z ugly
Page 23 patrons  z members of the society that is producing 

the play

noggin  z British slang word for ‘head’
Page 24 late  z a pun on (a) unpunctual (b) deceased, 

dead

auditorium  z where the audience is seated
skop, skiet and 
donder

 z literally, kick, shoot and fight. This 
Afrikaans saying refers to all-action 
moments in a story.

Page 25 maidenhead  z a woman’s virginity
cynic  z doubter, skeptic, pessimist

hubbub  z noise, racket, din

 z Highlight the point in the story where the main action of Playing in the Park occurs. 

 z How many similarities to the Pyramus and Thisby story can you find?

The story of Romeo and Juliet tells of the endless vendetta (feud/fight) between the 
Montague and Capulet families of Verona. Romeo, a Montague, falls in love with Juliet, 
a Capulet. They get married in secret.

When Juliet’s cousin, Tybalt, challenges Romeo to a duel (sword fight) the latter 
refuses, but his friend, Mercutio, fights in his place and is killed. An enraged Romeo 
then fights and kills Tybalt. The Prince of Verona banishes Romeo. In the meantime 
Juliet’s father tries to force her to marry a wealthy nobleman called Paris. Friar 
Laurence gives her a potion (medicine) which makes her seem dead. The plan is that 
Romeo will rescue her from the family vault (tomb) and take her away. However he 
mistakenly believes she is really dead and takes a deadly poison. When Juliet wakes, 
she finds her young husband’s body beside her and stabs herself. In their grief the 
warring families are finally reconciled (they make peace).

 z The camaraderie of theatre performers
 z The challenge of overcoming a setback
 z The difficulties of young love across race barriers
 z Not letting anything undermine your ambitions
 z Being true to yourself
 z It’s great fun to be part of a production like this

Below is a brief glossary to assist you in your reading of Playing in the Park.
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‘kiss by the book’  z like an expert, i.e. one who has studied 
how to do it in a book

kick over the 
traces

 z misbehave, lose control

clinches  z to put your arms tightly around someone

crass  z insensitive, tactless, stupid
Page 26 Balcony Scene  z This refers to the famous scene where 

Romeo and Juliet exchange secret love 
vows on the balcony outside her bedroom

lapping up  z enjoying
Mercutio  z This is Romeo’s crazy joker of a cousin.

Page 27 stuffy  z conventional, formal, conservative
shushing  z telling them to be quiet

so…act  z I hope our lord approves this marriage
that after-hours…
us not

 z so that we are not punished in some future 
time with sadness

come…sorrow can  z whatever sadness may follow
countervail  z outweigh, contradict

do thou…holy 
words

 z all you have to do is join us in marriage

and…triumph  z at the very height of passionate pleasure

loathsome…
deliciousness

 z becomes disgusting

confounds the 
appetite

 z makes you lose your appetite

moderately  z not so violently, not so extreme
long love doth so  z love that is not so violent will last longer

too swift…too slow  z more haste, less speed
Page 28 light a foot  z so up in the air with love, lightly

the everlasting flint  z the hardness and sharpness of this life
bestride the 
gossamers

 z ride on the threads of a spider’s web 

idles in the wanton  z drift about on the playful
good even…
confessor

 z good evening to my spiritual adviser

as much to him  z I’ll kiss him in return

hubbub  z noise, racket, uproar

measure  z amount
such excess  z so extreme, such a surplus

by your leaves  z with your consent
till holy…in one  z until you are united as man and wife in a 

religious ceremony

Page 29 lauded  z praised, acclaimed
unprecedented  z extraordinary, unmatched, first-time, 

exceptional

troglodyte  z caveman, barbarian
Page 30 pronto  z quickly, immediately

ad libbing  z making it up as you go along, 
improvising

hambani  z go away, get out

Here is part of an interview that was conducted with the actors in the original 
production of Romeo and Juliet that led to the writing of Playing in the Park: 

Interviewer: What did it feel like when the person in the audience shouted out while 
you were performing the marriage scene in your show?

‘Friar Laurence’: Well, I was shocked of course. When I saw how it affected our 
wonderful young ‘Juliet’ I realised I had to do something. 

‘Juliet’: Even now I find it difficult to talk about it. The audience had unsettled 
me right from the start that night with their grunting and groaning during our love 
scenes. It shouldn’t have upset me so much, I know. I have encountered this sort 
of racist prejudice before. But it seemed like a last straw that night, particularly as 
I’d been struggling to sink myself into the character of Juliet, to be Juliet, you know. 
And it seemed like an attack on me personally.

‘Romeo’: Yeah, I knew something was wrong long before because there was this 
minority element in the audience that seemed to find it difficult to cope with the 
idea of a white Romeo and a black Juliet. And it was difficult to concentrate on 
playing our parts. If we were more experienced maybe it would not have affected 
us, I don’t know really…

 z What other questions do you think the interviewer could have asked? 

INTERVIEW 
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 z Imagine that Auntie Edith is asked what she thinks about the racist interruption 
from the hooligan in the audience. What would she say? 

 z The start of the play focuses on the relationship between Edith (the Nurse) and 
Zamisa (Juliet).  Each has strong views. What are they? They also have an 
affectionate relationship. What did you find humorous in their dialogue? 

 z If the main cause of conflict in Romeo and Juliet is the division between two 
families, what is the main division that leads to all the trouble highlighted in Playing 
in the Park?

Here are extracts from actual letters that were published in the The Herald: 

What are the main points made by each letter writer? 

Wonderful performance of classic play Youthful cast remain stoical
I would like to commend the cast and 
crew of Romeo and Juliet currently 
being staged at the Mannville open air 
theatre for putting on such a wonderful 
performance on Thursday evening…The 
young actors playing Romeo and Juliet 
are still at school, but gave seasoned 
performances…The directors have done 
a marvelous job of bringing Shakespeare 
to life with a traditional rendition of the 
play which is as relevant today as it was 
when written.

The only sour note was the behaviour of 
some pupils who had come to see this 
English 2nd language setwork. Constant 
noise and chit-chat is bad enough, but 
the grunts and groans during the tender 
moments were pathetic, to say the least.
Cast members noted some racial slurs…
If these imbeciles can’t appreciate good 
theatre, they should stay at home…

The fact that the show went on unabated 
is further testament to the dedication of 
the cast and crew. Play on!

S.R., Port Elizabeth

…I attended the play on Thursday, 
and must firstly commend the actors, 
especially the schoolgirl playing Juliet, 
on their outstanding performances in the 
Shakespearean play, Romeo and Juliet.
Secondly I’d like to express my disgust at 
the behaviour of pupils from… school…
They chatted and giggled right through 
the performance. Their behaviour 
became so disruptive to the actors that 
at one point …(Friar Laurence) had to 
break out of character to tell these pupils 
to behave…

When Juliet (played by a black girl) 
kissed Romeo (a white boy) the sniggers 
and laughter accompanied by racist 
remarks did not go unnoticed by the 
actors…

I sincerely hope that the parents and 
teachers of these children will give them 
a serious lesson in theatre etiquette 
before sending them to another play like 
this.

Again, well done to the cast of Romeo 
and Juliet!

S.v d P., Port Elizabeth

 z Zamisa keeps a diary. Write the entry in which she reveals her feelings about 
the incident at the theatre that night. 

 z Billy Rose decides to write a letter to the press about the same incident. He 
wants the public to see things from the point of view of the actors. Write his 
letter. 

 z Imagine you are the editor of The Herald. Write an editorial comment on the 
show, referring to what happened at this particular performance. First have a 
look at some typical newspaper editorials. 

 z You have been asked to write an Act 2 (or a sequel) for Playing in the Park. 
Write a page or two of dialogue between Zamisa and Edith as they read The 
Herald’s letters column while preparing for Friday night’s performance. Try to 
make it amusing, with some typical teasing from Edith. You can have other 
members of the Playing in the Park cast enter and have their say too. 

 z On Monday morning the Principal of the offending school raises the issue of 
the audience’s behaviour at assembly. What does he say?

Here is an edited review of the Romeo and Juliet production that appeared in The 
Herald the next morning.

REVIEW  
Romeo and Juliet in the park a great success

Yesterday evening the centuries-old 
tragedy of Romeo and Juliet was played 
with great success before a large 
audience at Mannville in St George’s 
Park.

This is a play about two young people 
who care more about feeling alive than 
being alive. Zamisa Buqa (Juliet) and 
Billy Rose (Romeo), well-supported by a 
fine cast and by creative direction  from 

Dr Luke Dixon,  rose to the challenge of 
portraying the passion, determination and 
strength of will that the lovers need to 
combat the destructive forces unleashed 
by the terrible feud between their families. 
We in the audience shared the thrills 
of a first meeting, a first kiss and a first 
wedding night thanks to the convincing 
performances of these fine young actors. 

Continues on page 26... 
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The King of Laughter  
by Craig Freimond
Life’s a Laugh? Pages 31 - 86

The King of 
Laughter is set in 
a uniquely South 
African situation - 
correcting injustices 

of the past because previous 
laws defined who was 
allowed to work, and where 
people were allowed to live, 
favouring (benefitting) white 
people, and disadvantaging 
black people. These injustices 
are being rectified (made right) 

by new laws that advocate 
empowering black people. Barry 
is told that he should take early 

retirement so that he can be 
replaced by a young black man, 

and that before he leaves he 
must train the young man 
who has already  

been appointed to take 
his job.

Hyphens are useful to make the relationship between 
words clear: Six month-old babies means there are six 
babies who are all one month old.  Six-month-old babies 
are babies who are six months old. We watched a movie 
about sixteenth-century Italian artists.

Playing In the Park

There are several long speeches in this short play given by 
various characters. 

Choose one of them and prepare it as a monologue, a speech 
given on your own to an audience. Think carefully about the 
emotions of your character and the tone and register (how the 
way you speak suits your purpose and the setting) of the piece. 

Perform them for the other members of the group. 

 z What are reviews for? To give information about the play? To evaluate the quality 
of the production? 

 z What further elements/points would you like to change or add to this review? 

 z Imagine you have seen the play Playing in the Park performed. How would you set 
about writing a review? Try to draft the opening paragraph of your own review.

From page 25...
Unfortunately bad behaviour of some 
hooligans in the audience threw Zamisa 
off her stride for a moment in the wedding 
scene. However thanks to the intervention 
of Alf O’Brien, these trouble-makers were 
put in their place and the show could 
proceed to its sad and moving climax. On 
the way to this tragic ending the audience 
enjoyed the exciting sword fights. There 
was also comic relief, thanks to the lively 

acting of Edith O’Brien.
The lighting, costumes, decor and 
general technical expertise deserve 
commendation.

This is a well staged production with 
some fine acting. It is well worth seeing. 
The show runs until the end of the month. 
We urge all lovers of theatre to ensure 
that they do not miss this thoroughly 
entertaining Mannville play.
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The setting raises many questions, potential conflicts and opportunities for drama and 
resolution. The play unpacks the lives of two ordinary people, Barry and Jerome, and 
provides an opportunity to explore comedy and tragedy.

Is the plot comic, or is it tragic?

How are the aspects of comedy developed? 

Think about what makes you laugh and why.

How are the elements of tragedy introduced and demonstrated?

Can you sympathise with any of the characters as their stories unfold?

Do the elements of comedy and tragedy ever overlap? When and how? To what effect?

In the introduction to this guide we suggested that you use masks to indicate the 
feelings of the characters. Try this now with The King of Laughter bearing in mind that 
the characters move through many different levels of emotion during the play. You 
could also try to express the feelings of the characters by acting out a scene.

Put yourself in the characters’ shoes (pretend to be them) and imagine the way they 
feel in each scene.

Position yourself as a member of the audience and note down the moments that make 
you laugh, the moments that make you sad and the lines that make you think differently 
from what you thought before you read the play.

The glossary below should help your reading of The King of Laughter.

Page 32 demeanour  z manner, behaviour, bearing

detectable  z noticeable, visible

dishevelled  z untidy, scruffy, messy

paraphernalia  z things, equipment, belongings

console  z control panel

déjà vu  z a state of familiarity as if this has been 
experienced before

Page 33 macramé  z knotting pieces of string together for 
decorative purposes

poltergeist  z noisy ghost
Page 34 import  z significance, importance

steels  z determination, to make yourself tough 
to withstand a setback

Krypton  z from Superman’s planet

Page 35 demographics  z the composition of its work population 
or staff

hoofed  z kicked out, sacked, dismissed

Page 36 protégé  z responsibility, dependant

Page 37 décor  z decoration, furnishings

Page 38 Caucasian  z light-skinned people, e.g. Europeans
personified  z in person

Page 40 corporate  z business

Page 41 voice overs  z commentary

modifications  z slight changes
Page 42 Tai Chi  z Chinese system of exercise

Page 44 contagious  z infectious

Page 46 raving  z wild

Page 47 interrogator  z someone questioning very thoroughly
guffaw  z big laugh

chortle  z chuckle
intimidating  z threatening

Page 49 freeloader  z scrounger, hanger-on, beggar

Page 52 endorphins  z brain substance that is a natural painkiller

whingeing  z complaining continuously, cry or 
whimper annoyingly about something 
relatively unimportant

Page 54 tentatively  z cautiously, shyly, hesitantly

Page 55 grimaces  z twisted facial expression to show 
disgust or pain

gigs  z musical performances  at booked venues

groupie  z fan, follower, supporter
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Page 56 sparse  z not a lot, light

intermittent  z irregular, sporadic
surge  z rush, flow, swell

Page 57 guffaw  z loud laugh, roll with laughter

Page 58 subwoofer  z loudspeaker for reproducing deep, low 
frequency sounds

unparalleled  z unequalled, unmatched, beyond 
compare

assign  z allocate, give, hand over

sampler  z representative selection
on speed  z drugged

Page 62 urinary tract  z organs for passing of urine

Page 64 obsessive 
compulsive disorder

 z a psychiatric disorder with continual, 
uncontrollable thoughts and fixated 
behaviour

Page 66 garden gnome  z statue of a goblin 

Page 68 nonplussed  z confused, puzzled

Page 69 coherent  z logical, rational, clear
poncey  z effeminate, show-offy

Page 70 dinged  z dented

Page 77 convulses  z shake with laughter

Page 79 interdict  z court order, injunction

Page 80 Nada! Nyet!  z Nothing! No!

Page 81 animated gestures  z lively, energetic body movements
framboos  z raspberry

Page 83 contractual 
obligation

 z job requirement

Themes (i.e. an underlying and recurring idea that a literary work is designed to 
convey to the reader or audience):  Say how each of these quotations reveals a key 
theme in The King of Laughter.

BARRY  And as the child grows up, it’s building up a series of triggers in its 
brain to things that it finds funny: recognition, the misfortune of others, rude 
stuff, clever stuff, wit, wordplay ... and all of those triggers together become our 
sense of humour. Just like we have a sense of direction, we also have a sense 
of what is funny.”  (page 46)

JEROME You being retrenched ... and the whole sort of affirmative action thing. 
It’s not very easy…(page 48)

JEROME …You think affirmative action is easy for the people being employed? 
You think I don’t want to be employed because I’m right for the job? You’re 
standing around waiting for me to mess up so that they can say “Ahaaa!”  
(page 49)

Types of Humour, and the Comic i.e. elements that are designed to amuse or 
excite mirth: see the “NOTES ON COMEDY” (page 91) in the “LITERATURE GUIDE” 
at the end of your anthology. Humour may be ascribed to both comic speech and to 
someone’s comic appearance or behaviour. The Notes deal with the various devices 
that can evoke smiles and laughter such as stereotypes (e.g. the dumb blonde); stock 
characters (e.g. the horrible mother-in-law); repetition and then surprise when the 
repetitive pattern is broken; exaggeration (e.g. Pyramus’s acting and language in A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream’s “Pyramus and Thisby” play); slapstick (i.e. over-the-top 
physical comedy); incongruity (e.g. where something a character does or says does 
not fit, or is absurdly inappropriate); irony (e.g. a discrepancy between what something 
appears to be and what it really is. For example, in A Midsummer Night’s Dream the 
workmen have a high opinion of their acting but we see that they are quite wrong 
in their estimations of their own abilities); breaking of taboos (e.g. when something 
considered sacred or unmentionable is openly  targeted and made fun of:  the 
cartoonist, Zapiro, is good at this).

Then too there are various elements that help to create verbal humour and word play 
(see the Study Guide notes from page 91 onwards in your anthology), e.g. repartee; 
play on ambiguities; puns; malapropisms; innuendo; the various types of irony; 
jokes etc. Other techniques could involve satirical fun (ridiculing foolishness) made of 
typical politically correct euphemistic language, e.g. ‘we’ll have to let you go’ instead 
of ‘we’re sacking you’.

Look at the quotations below from the The King of Laughter and find where they are 
used. How do you respond? 

a. Consider whether you find anything comic or humorous about the words and / or 
the context in which they are used.  

Italics are best reserved for obviously foreign words which 
have no common equivalent in English: Schadenfreude, 
crème fraiche, glasnost, jammerlappie, ubuntu.
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b. Try to identify what provides the humour.  What makes if funny? Is the source of 
the intended humorous effect in each extract irony (e.g. meaning the opposite of 
what you are saying); word play (e.g. puns, malapropisms, colloquialisms and 
slang, rhymes etc.); exaggeration (also called hyperbole); anti-climax (also called 
bathos); euphemism (softening the hard blow); incongruity (something that does 
not fit, that is absurdly out of place); physical clowning (also called slapstick); or 
use of technological effects? 

c. What kind of humour is this in each case? Gentle? Ironical? Savagely satirical?  

d. What kind of laugh would be appropriate? A smile? A titter? A giggle? A guffaw? A 
big belly-laugh?

Scene 1 p33 

BARRY  It’s like there is an evil presence swirling around. Huhhh maybe it’s a 
poltergeist.

Oh no, oohhh no, A B52 bomber is flying overhead. They’re dropping something. Oh 
God, it’s a bomb. It might be the end of me. I have to take cover! We hear the sound of 
a bomb dropping. The bomb explodes loudly. He puts the phone down.

***
Scene 1 p35 

BARRY  I’m being hoofed.

NATASHA Well, you’re 55. I would prefer to see it as an early retirement.

***
Scene 1 p36 

NATASHA Who’s Shaun Pollock? 

BARRY  He’s a famous business guru. He was a protégé of someone called
Cronjé who revolutionised our understanding of foreign investment. 

***

Scene 4 A p41

BARRY  This studio is equipped for all sorts of things: voice overs, ISDN link 
ups, stereo modifications, music searches ...

Barry becomes aware of Jerome’s jottings.

Audio transfers, final mixes ...
He starts testing Jerome.

Tai Chi, yoga ... colonic irrigation. Kentucky Fried Chicken, Mexican beans. Post 
Toasties, Tibetan monk with a fridge on his head.

***

Scene 5 p45

BARRY  I had my first child when I was 21.

JEROME Really ... was it planned?

BARRY  Yes, Jerome. After months of discussion and debate, my young 
girlfriend and I decided to raise a family that we could call our own.

***

Scene 8 p53

BARRY  … and then it spread and I was laughing at all the things that 
had been getting me down: my marriages, my kids, my job, my parents ... inflation, 
cellphones, traffic cops, the rugby ...

***

Scene 9 p55

BARRY  So we had a kid, the Passion Wagon got a puncture, I got a haircut 
and a job at the SABC as a sound engineer

***

Scene 11 p60

BARRY  The captain’s parrot saw the shows each week and began to 
understand how the magician did every trick. Once he understood, he started shouting 
in the middle of the show, “Look! It’s not the same hat!” or, “Look, he’s hiding the 
flowers under the table!” Or, “Hey, why are all the cards the ace of spades?” The 
magician was furious but couldn’t do anything. It was, after all, the captain’s parrot. 
Then one stormy night on the Pacific, the ship unfortunately sank, drowning almost all 
who were on board. The magician luckily found himself on a piece of wood floating in 
the middle of the sea, and as fate would have it ... with the parrot. They stared at each 
other with hatred, but did not utter a word. This went on for a day ... . And then 2 days. 
And then 3 days. Finally on the 4th day, the parrot could not hold back any longer and 
said ... “OK, I give up. Where’s the bloody ship?”

***
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Scene 16 p17

NATASHA I’m going to speak to my lawyers. You can get sued for this, Barry.
 
BARRY  Oh please! For a missing laughter library? You’ll be laughed out of 
court.

***

Scene 20 p85

BARRY  Still no news from the almighty Group?

She shakes her head.
 
NATASHA No. They’ve been very busy buying a new company.

BARRY  Buy, buy, buy. Very important. OK. Bye bye, then.

***

The King of Laughter

Look at the three short scenes (Scenes 2, 2A and 3) on 
pages 38 and 39 in Life’s a Laugh?

There is a verbal joke that builds in each one of them. 
In pairs, act out the three short scenes and then change 
roles and play the other person so that you can see from 
both sides how the humour builds.

Avoid saying the same thing twice: other alternatives (= 2 x 
other); free gifts (what other kinds are there?); past history 
(all history is past); future prospects (we can only look 
forward to prospects); shoot him dead…

Know your own character 
 
Complete this quiz to understand a little bit more about who you are.

I’m a …    ...........................................................................
Someday I want …  ...........................................................................
There are …   ...........................................................................
I can’t stand …   ...........................................................................
I wish …   ...........................................................................
I don’t know …   ...........................................................................
I want …   ...........................................................................
When I see …   ...........................................................................
Only when ….   ...........................................................................
I need …   ...........................................................................
I love …   ...........................................................................
I hate …   ...........................................................................
Why can’t …   ...........................................................................
I wonder …   ...........................................................................
I’m sad …   ...........................................................................
I’m happy …   ...........................................................................
I don’t need …   ...........................................................................
I can’t do …   ...........................................................................
I believe …   ...........................................................................
If I could I would …  ........................................................................... 
Using your responses above summarise who you are ...
...................................................................................................................... 
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
 
Now fill this in, imagining you are one of the characters in the anthology Life’s a Laugh?

“What is” is a neater way of saying “That which”: It’s what 
I most admire about her; What he knows about chemistry 
is dangerous. The alternative is clumsy: It is that which I 
most admire about her …
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“Life’s a Laugh”:  
Yes or No?
The Eastern Province Herald of September 4, 2013 featured an interview with South 
African novelist, poet and playwright, Zakes Mda. At one point the interviewer asked: 
‘What are the elements of a great story?’ Zakes replied: ‘Every good story must be 
driven by a character who wants something … And of course there must be obstacles 
that try to prevent him from fulfilling his or her desire. These are the major building 
blocks for a good story …’

 z Reflect on your readings of the ‘Playing in the Park’ story. What is it that Zamisa 
wants? What are the obstacles that threaten to prevent her from fulfilling that 
desire?

 z Now ask yourself the same questions for Barry in The King of Laughter.
 z Do we have a ‘happy ending’ in both cases? Does this mean that these plays are 

comedies rather than tragedies? Why? To what extent? 
 
“Life’s A Laugh”: Yes or No?

At the beginning of this Study Guide we asked you to decide whether “Life’s a Laugh”: 
yes or no? We wanted you to think about your responses to literature. We asked 
whether an engagement with a literary work could make you laugh out loud or maybe 
wipe a tear from your eye? Could it make your heart beat faster and the palms of your 
hands sweat with fear and tension? Could such an engagement change your attitudes 
and beliefs, or even affect your behaviour? So what do you think now? Reflect on your 
responses to the play scripts you’ve engaged with.  

 z Remember a playscript is merely a blueprint for a performance – and you’ve 
been focusing on their performance potential. Can you say now whether your 
engagements with the drama scripts in this anthology were able to elicit a little 
laughter, a giggle, a smile, a grin – maybe even a guffaw now and then?   

There’s an important difference between its without an 
apostrophe and it’s with one: It’s = It is, as in It’s time to 
go = It is time to go; It’s been paid for = It has been paid 
for. Its indicates that something belongs to it: My car has 
lost its hubcaps; the canary sang in its cage.

Romeo and Juliet

This play is not examinable for First Additional Language 
candidates; however, you may want to ‘play’ with the text 
anyway.

Shakespeare writes many of the actions of his characters into 
the verse of his plays, so if you read the lines carefully you 
know what the character should be doing at that moment.

a) Read carefully pages 14 and 15 where the young men Mercutio, Benvolio and 
Romeo are teasing the Nurse.  

 z Write the text in your own words, making sure that you use the puns (play on 
words).  

 z Act out the scene remembering that the essence of this scene is that the Nurse 
wants to give a message to Romeo, that Peter is supposed to protect her and that 
the young men are having fun with gently teasing her. 

b) Working in pairs (two in a group), carefully read pages 17 – 19; the scene between 
Juliet and the Nurse.  

 z Juliet – work out how many different ways, techniques, and angles she uses to 
try and persuade the Nurse to tell her what Romeo said.  

 z Nurse – work out how many different things the Nurse does to avoid telling her.   

 z Then play the scene in your own words. 

A common error is to use because after “The reason is …” 
It is wrong to say: The reason why the strawberries tasted 
funny was because someone sprinkled salt on them. Instead 
it should read: The reason why the strawberries tasted funny 

was THAT someone sprinkled salt on them.

Expressions that have been used too often are called clichés: Take the bull by the 
horns, Bite the bullet, Flat as a pancake, A rose by any other name, etc. They are best 
avoided because they have lost their impact and freshness. …
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The Global ‘Good Grammar’  
Revolution
Whenever you speak or write, you want to be clearly understood, so the most important 
thing is to state your thoughts accurately. This usually means briefly. If you can also do 
so elegantly, that is a bonus. Aim for clarity, accuracy, brevity and elegance, in that 
order.

Choose your words carefully, arrange them neatly, and make sure they send your 
message clearly: you don’t want your reader to feel uncertain or confused about what 
you mean.

A paragraph should contain a complete thought. Start a new paragraph when you 
are ready to move on to the next thought. One-sentence paragraphs are common in 
narrow newspaper columns, but make an untidy impression elsewhere.

When you describe an action, you catch the reader’s attention more immediately than 
if you label it. So to say: Aim for clarity is not as effective as saying: Try to write clearly. 
Abstract nouns are necessary, of course, but often they tend to obscure the writer’s 
intention. 

Another way to get your point across effectively is to use the active voice. To say The 
Board decided … is more straightforward than It was decided by the Board … The 
passive voice is most useful for scientific descriptions, when personal observations are 
inappropriate.

Using punctuation marks properly helps you to write accurately, but don’t use more 
punctuation than you need. Too many commas make your writing look cluttered. 
Use dashes, exclamation marks and brackets very sparingly indeed: they are useful, 
but use too many and it looks as though you are shouting, rather than trying to 
communicate logically.

Apostrophes are used wrongly in one way and correctly in two other ways. The 
correct ways are :(1) to show where one or more letters have been left out: don’t (= 
do not), I’ve (= I have), he’ll (= he will), we’d (= we would), Let’s (= Let us), It’s me 
(It is me) etc; and (2) to show that something belongs to someone: Mary’s boy child, 
the principal’s car, our neighbours’ dog, Likhaya’s laptop, Sheila’s iPad, all the hikers’ 
boots, Charles Dickens’ novels, That is nobody else’s business.

The WRONG way is as a means to show the plural: 3 video’s, 6 banana’s, 9 
Pakistani’s, Wonderful Special’s. These are all wrong: an apostrophe is NOT an 
acceptable plural marker. It is not necessary (though it is acceptable) to use an 

Top and Bottom Margin of Box

BTWN Body type and Box

1. Imagine that your school is deciding which play (Pyramus and Thisby - from 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream; Playing in the Park or The King of Laughter) to 
put on for your school’s entry for an inter-schools’ drama competition. 

1.1  You are chairperson of your school drama society. Your school principal 
wants you to choose one of these scripts. Make your choice. What will 
you say when the principal asks you to explain why you think this is the 
play that you consider most suitable? 

1.2 Design a programme for your school production of this play. You will 
need to design a cover with the title of the play and the name of its 
creator – and possibly also the name of the sponsor(s). For the inside 
you could provide a short synopsis (summary) of the play, and indicate 
dramatis personae (the cast and the parts they play) together with 
the names of the director, assistant director, lighting designer, sound 
technician, stage manager, prompt, stage hands etc. We suggest 
you choose the names of fellow students who will be involved in the 
production (OR maybe use the names of your favourite movie and TV 
actors). 

1.3 Imagine you have watched an opening-night performance of ‘Playing in 
the Park.’ Jot down some notes that you took on the night. Then see if 
you can turn them into a brief review for your school magazine. Use the 
opening paragraph you’ve already written.

2. Imagine there is to be an inter-schools’ play-writing competition.

2.1 Write a memo to the Principal proposing a competition where pupils are 
invited to write a one-scene script for a sequel (a follow-up) or a prequel 
(a forerunner) to either Playing in the Park or The King of Laughter. 
Suggest that they be allowed to write it in a language of their own choice 
and then translate it for an English version.

2.2 Write your own entry for the competition. For example, you could write 
a script for a dinner that Jerome’s mother organizes for Barry and her 
son and his new girlfriend. Or you can write a dressing-room scene for 
the next night’s performance of Playing in the Park where some new 
problem arises, e.g. Juliet’s costume has mysteriously gone missing (the 
hooligans’ revenge?) – or there is panic until Alf and Auntie Edith arrive 
very late (what or who caused the delay?). 
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apostrophe in expressions containing numerals (the 1940s) or letters of the alphabet 
(“parallel” has three ls), but there are some extremely rare cases where not using 
it leads to misunderstanding: There are 5 a’s in “abracadabra” – “5 as” would be 
confusing.

Pairs of brackets or dashes may be used as a fairly dramatic way to explain the 
meaning of a previous expression: That is his (Mandela’s) legacy; or That is his 
– Mandela’s – legacy; but a pair of commas would do just as well : That is his, 
Mandela’s, legacy. Louisa, the boss lady in the office, gave us the day off. Louisa (the 
boss lady in the office) gave us the day off. Louisa – the boss lady in the office – gave 
us the day off.           
                                                                   
In such cases the explanation is not strictly necessary: what is enclosed between the 
commas, dashes or brackets just makes the meaning clearer.

A comma is not used to mark a breath pause. Instead it is used to separate one clause 
or phrase from another so as to make the distinction between them clear. I told Peter 
and Paul, and Philip ran away. (Two were told and one ran away.) I told Peter, and 
Paul and Philip ran away. (One was told and two ran away.) Let’s eat Granny means 
something different from Let’s eat, Granny. See what a difference the commas make 
in the next two sentences: Christians, who believe in horoscopes, will go to Hell. = All 
Christians will go to Hell. Remove the commas: Christians who believe in horoscopes 
will go to Hell. = Only those who believe that the stars foretell the future will be 
damned.The history teacher, says my brother, is an idiot. The history teacher says my 
brother is an idiot.

Quotation marks (inverted commas) are used to mark direct speech or quotations 
from the words of other people. Don’t use quotes as a way to add emphasis: With 
“friends” like you, who needs enemies?  It doesn’t work: it’s merely confusing.  Double 
or single? It is better to use double quotes (“  ”) rather than single ones (‘   ’) because a 
single inverted comma can be mistaken for an apostrophe. Use single quotes only for 
quotations inside other quotations:  Kerry asked: “Who will play the piano when I sing 
‘The Lord’s my shepherd’ at the concert?”

Capital letters are not used for colour adjectives: A black man and a white man were 
playing tennis when an Indian waiter rang the bell for tea. Note: no capital b for “black” 
or w for “white.” Indian takes a capital I because it is derived from a proper noun, India. 
South Africa is the name of a country, therefore capital S and A, but southern Africa is a 
region, so no capital S.

Watch what you’re doing when you start a sentence with a participle (a word 
ending in –ing or –ed). If it doesn’t link logically to what follows, it is called a “dangling 
participle” or a misrelated construction. Wailing like a banshee, Lucy heard the 
5-o’clock siren go off. Logically, this means that Lucy, not the siren, was wailing like a 
banshee. (If Lucy does wail like that, she needs help – urgently.)

Be aware that other languages can cause interference in your use of English. For 
instance, English doesn’t normally repeat the subject of a sentence, so in: My mother 
she is coming tomorrow, she is superfluous and in conflict with normal English idiom.  
Interference from other languages also shows up in a sentence like: At home we are 
seven children, where the normal English expression would run: There are seven 
children in our family.

Who, that & which can all indicate how one expression relates to another: Cheryl 
is the one who / that told me. This is the house that / which Jack built. Those are the 
flowers which / that Sisanda brought. Who is used only for people. Which is only for 
non-human things. That can be used for both. But sometimes which is required: The 
Church, which used to be the cornerstone of Western society, has lost its authority.

-self. Don’t use myself, yourself, herself, ourselves, themselves unless you mean to 
be very emphatic. Only write: Mike did it himself if this was a remarkable achievement, 
when he succeeded in doing it all by himself without any assistance from anyone 
else. Otherwise, simply write Mike did it. The same applies to Crystal said so herself.  
Crystal said so is clear enough. In the sentence: There were four of us: Kirstie, Eddie, 
George and myself, me would have been much neater than myself.

He or she, or they? (him/her, or them; his/hers, or theirs?) It’s no longer fashionable 
to use he, him, his as the neutral indefinite singular pronoun; using she or her instead 
sounds prissy. Nowadays the custom is to use the plural they, them, theirs, even 
when what the pronoun refers back to is singular: The top winner will receive a book 
prize which they can present to their school library. It may be illogical but this usage in 
English is recorded as far back as 1489, and in every century after that.

Learn & teach. These verbs describe the same activity, but from opposite 
perspectives: the teacher gives and the learner accepts: Mr Maxwell taught us so 
imaginatively that it was easy to learn in his classes. The same happens with lend & 
borrow. There is only one action but it is seen from two points of view: Matt asked if he 
could borrow a book from Vicky, so she lent it to him for a week.

Whose usually applies to human beings but may also be used generally: Taxis whose 
brakes keep failing should be scrapped; The school whose pupils did best in the 
Olympiad was given a special award. This is not the same as who’s: Who’s there? = 
Who is there? Who’s afraid of the big, bad wolf? 

There is NO apostrophe in possessive pronouns like whose, theirs, hers, his, yours. In 
a question like: Who’s that actor? The apostrophe is necessary – but why not simply 
ask: Who is that actor?

Different from, to or other than? We may say different from or different to, but NOT 
different than: than is used for directly comparing two things: Lynne is older than me; 
Coughing is worse than sneezing; Honey is more expensive than syrup.
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Jade was the Grahamstown Foundation’s English Olympiad Officer 
from June 2011 to June 2013.

Diagnosed on 17 January 2013 at the age of 25 with Acute 
Lymphoblastic Leukaemia, Jade lost her courageous battle with 

cancer in a hospital in Brisbane, Australia in September.

We remember her for the impact she made on the English Olympiad 
and particularly for her role in the introduction of the First Additional 
Language section, and for the remarkable way in which she lived life 

and unconditionally shared her talents.

And we celebrate Jade in In the Green Room with grammar tips 
using her wonderful concept of causing 
“a global ‘good grammar’ revolution”.

In the Green Room is dedicated to the 
memory of Jade Janet Fernley 

 
20 February 1988 – 13 September 2013

Countables and non-countables: You should 
eat less sugar and fewer sweets. Professor 
Greene has many degrees but not much 
common sense. 

We can count “sweets” or “degrees”, so we use fewer (sweets) and many (degrees). 

We cannot count “sugar” or “common sense”, so we use less (sugar) and not much 
(common sense).

When we’re talking about only TWO things, we may use either … or, neither … nor 
or both … and: Either Sizwe or Justin is lying; neither Sharon nor Thandi came to 
class; both Jabu and Jeremy won prizes. If there are more, we have to use all of … or 
none of…: Sizwe, Justin and Jake are all lying; none of the girls came to class; Thandi, 
Jeremy and Jabu all won prizes. 
 
Each & Every: All of us have been hungry [All is plural, so have, not has.]; Each of 
us is hungry [Each is singular, therefore is, not are]; Everyone is hungry. [Everyone is 
singular.]

Principal = main, head; Principle = basic law or belief. Rice is the principal foodstuff 
in Asia. Charlie said scribbling graffiti on the school wall was against his principal / 
principle. (?)   

Too-to-two: Too means also or excessively: We think so too (= We also think so); My 
shoes are too tight. (= They pinch me.) Too does not mean very, so it is wrong to write 
“They are too hungry.”

Practice / practise; advise / advice. The form with the -s- is the verb: Angus was 
practising on his bagpipes – a painful practice for all who heard. His instructor 
advised him how to play better, but he ignored the advice.

Meter & metre. A meter is a measuring instrument (thermometer, gatsometer, parking 
meter). A metre is a unit of measurement (kilometre, centimetre, millimetre).

Affect is a verb. Effect is a noun: Dr Foster said the antibiotics wouldn’t really affect 
the way I felt, but once I swallowed them their effect was devastating.

A or An? We use an only when the next word starts with a vowel SOUND, so: an 
honour (the h is silent) but not an hotel (where the h is sounded); an elephant (open 
vowel sound) but not an European (the first letter is not a vowel sound).
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Jade Fernley

Meet Jade when she was 
a journalism student at 

Rhodes University
I’m a … Journalism student, and a music 
junkie. 
I’m a … Christian.
Someday I want … to teach the world to spell 
and use good grammar. 
There are … too many questions here.
I can’t stand … on my head.
I wish … more people would love, but the 
way that makes a difference.
I don’t know … what to write here.
I want … a degree.
When I see … the sun I smile. 
Only when … it rains do I frown. 
I need … more sleep usually. 
I love … Coca Cola … and people ...
I hate … brinjal. 
Why can’t … these questions be over. 
I wonder … when they will be over. 
I’m sad … that people hurt. 
I’m happy … that this quiz is going quicker 
now that we’re near the end. 
I don’t need … stress. 
I can’t do … maths. 
I believe … in Jesus, the most awesome guy 
you could possibly live your life with. 
If I could I would … stop hurt and pain. 
 
Hey, I’m Jade: a fun, Coca-cola-loving, grammar-obsessed TV student who does like 
long walks on the beach and teddy bears. I love to dance and would love to teach 
young people how awesome hip-hop dancing could be in a way that brings glory to 
God. I’m always sub-editing, whether it’s for friends or Oppi Press, because secretly 
I would love to cause a global ‘good grammar’ revolution. I would love to bring the 
personal side to current affairs, and make people think about how issues really do 
affect individuals. People’s lives will never be just be statistics as long as they are 
personally affected.




